
Rufus + Packiyo are joining forces to
provide a ready-to-deploy WMS,

Labor Management System, MDM &
Barcode Scanning Hardware 
in one monthly subscription.  
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Automate & Optimize Your 3PL 
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Say hello to Packiyo, an intuitive, easy to use, and super
dependable, modern WMS platform. Packiyo enables brands

& 3PLs to achieve fast and accurate fulfillment, correct
inventory, all while backed by knowledgable & responsive

humans that are committed to your success. 

Built for Humans Connected & Synced Co-pilot automation

Fast pack & ship flowMobile Smart Pick

Running Android, the
Packiyo mobile app
integrates seamlessly
with Rufus Android
Devices to keep your
pickers on the right path
and moving fast 

Easy & intuitive from the
ground up. We design
every feature & interaction
to minimize distractions &
mistakes.

Connect sales channels,
shipping carriers & other
platforms. Packiyo connect
engine keeps it all synced.

Packiyo Co-Pilot gives you
powerful automation
capabilities for those repetitive
tasks.

Talking of fast, we've
optimized the pack & ship
station for less thinking,
more doing.

Shipping & Returns
Mapped shipping methods,
optimized rates with quick
label printing as well as
returns right out of the box.

Intuitive features for dependable
warehouse operations
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AI enabled technology that powers human automation
and the convergence of people + robotics in supply chain.

Comprised of software intelligence & deep analytics along
with wearable technology, Rufus WorkHero is an all-in-

one solution for the evolving warehouse. 

Software Intelligence

Real-Time Labor
Analytics, Resource
Utilization, Time spent on
tasks like cleanup,
putaway,  receiving.

Wearable ScanTech 

Rugged, lightweight, easy
to use Android hardware.
Wearable & handheld
1D/2D barcode scanners. 

Warranty

Unlimited break and replace
warranty. On-site
redundancy for zero
downtime. 

Incident Reporting

Pickers can report items from
bad barcodes and spills to
proof of delivery with built in
reporting software. 

Device Hub

Monitor historical device
utilization, deploy apps
remotely, configure wifi, and
track last mile delivery all
from WorkHero dashboard. 

Seasonal Flex

Scale up your hardware
and user accounts for
peak seaon hires and
only pay for the moths
you need it. 

Wearable Scan Tech & Software
Intelligence for warehouse optimization

Oveview



Rufus WorkHero Packiyo WMS

3+ Rugged Wearable Barcode 
Scanners & Android Devices 

10 User Licenceses 

Device Refreshes and Upgrades Dedicated Implementation Manager

Dashboard with Labor Analytics, Mobile
Device Management & Incident Reporting

Dashboards and Reporting for every Module

Superhuman Support Radical Support
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What’s Included 
Packiyo’s powerful WMS and Rufus WorkHero Platform combine to provide

a unified and integrated solution with everything you need to automate
your warehouse operations and see instant ROI
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